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this prompted a rant, which i held onto for a while, and only recently decided to share it. i can't remember what i thought of the rant, but the summary was that i wanted to believe in windows, and that ultimate extras was a way of saying that
windows was for everyone. this is where it gets a bit fuzzy, but i was told that the idea was that windows had to be a premium product to stand out in the market, and that if it weren't, it wouldn't be a premium product. the pitch was that ultimate
extras were to make windows (and windows server) available to people who otherwise could not afford it. i believe that this could be a positive thing and perhaps even a good thing, but i also believe that it's a flaw in the system, and one that people
have long had and that the solution is not to make it a reason to buy windows but a reason to not buy windows. i believe that windows should be a premium product, and that if it wasn't, it wouldn't be a premium product. i remember clearly that
when i was working at microsoft i was handed a copy of windows home server. i was told that it was the most advanced version of the product available and that was what made it the premium product. i was told that the product was good, but that
it was no longer in the premium position, and that was a change that was made. i believe that this is a mistake, and it's a mistake that isn't going to be corrected with windows 11. if you're not willing to charge for your premium product, then it
should not be the premium product. but, the way i see it is that the people who pay for windows are those who need and want the most from windows and who are willing to pay for the best, and the people who want something cheaper are the ones
who won't pay for windows, so if you're not going to charge for windows, you should make it as cheap as possible.
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